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Shape and Pathology

Quantitative Shape Analysis

• What is the mean of these shapes?
• Quantify variability

Historical Perspective

• D’Arcy Thompson, On Shape and
Form, 1917

What do we do with shape
statistics?

Big Data, Images, Shapes
•

Build tools for statistical analysis of shape and
operate on large databases of images

•

E.g. ADNI – Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging
Initiative

Greber et al., 2010

Shape Analysis – Statistical
Comparisons

• Hypothesis testing on ensembles of
shapes
o Does on group demonstrate a different
morphology?
o What does that mean?

Golland, 2001

Shape Analysis – Common
Coordinate System

• Alignment of different organisms to
template

• Compare other values
o E.g. mechanical stresses or field strengths

Template (Statistical)

Shape Analysis – Segmentation/
Detection

• Shape leads to “appearance”
• Bayesian formulation
P (S|I)
Posterior

P (I|S)P (S)
Likelihood

Prior

log P (S|I) = log P (I|S) + log P (S)
For Gaussian distributions, these logs lead to quadratics

Active Appearance Models

Landmarks on
training data
Cootes et al., 2001

Shape Model
(Incl. Variability)

Appearance Model
(Incl. Variability)

Other Applications of Shape
Analysis

• E.g. sizes/shapes of prosthetics or
implants

• Evaluating how a patient differs from
population (z-score)

• Morphology and genetics
o E.g. developmental, phenotypes

• Shape and function
o How does shape impact physiology?

Image Deformation Approach to
Shape
Warp 1

Template

Warp 2

Compare
Warps
Shape 1

Shape 2

Unbiased Diffeomorphic Atlases

• Find a template that minimizes sum of
distances to ensemble

Joshi et. al, 2004

Shape from Correspondences/
Landmarks
Shape Space

Si

Point Distribution Models (PDMs)

Hands: A Pattern Theoretic Study of
Biological Shapes

• Ulf Grenander, 1990
• Pick landmarks on sets of hands
• A few PCA modes capture variability
mode

1
2
3
-3σ

mean

+3σ

PCA modes visualization

Statistics in Shape Space

• PCA for dimensionality in shape space
• Gaussian models on linear subspace
Shape Space

Correspondences and Shape

• The choice matters
o Defines the shape space

• Manual landmarks
o Not practical
o 3D, not clear
o User error

• Need: automatic 3D correspondence
placement

Shape Correspondence

• Feature matching
o E.g. Guibas et al.

Identify these matching features

Steiner et al., 2006
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• E.g. SPHARM-PDM,

2.2 Area-preserving Spherical Mapping

Smooth Mappings to Primitives

Correspondence Depends on the
Population

•

Optimize local/nearest differences

•

Account for the trends in the ensemble

o Davies et al. 2000 (MDL)
– Parameterization should be such to minimize
description length of ensemble

Basic Idea
•
•
•

Landmark (LM) positions are not unique
LMs control behavior of shape space
Strategy: position LMs to optimize the statistics in
shape space
Shape Space

Occam’s Razor

• Minimize entropy of distribution
o Measure of uncertainty – information
content of a sample

Low entropy

p(x)

High entropy
x

Particle Systems
•

Particles distributed to minimize
potential
o Particle-particle interactions
o Minimize through incremental
updates (dynamic)

•

Satisfy constraints
o E.g. isosurfaces

Particle-Based Shape
Correspondences
•
•
•

Shapes as a set of interacting particle systems
Compact models, but balanced against geometric
accuracy (good, adaptive samplings)
Optimize particle positions by minimizing an entropy
cost function
Shape space

Entropy of the
shape ensemble

Potential
energies for
particle-particle
interactions

Minimizing Ensemble Entropy

• Weighted movement toward mean
dXi (t)
=
dt

Shape Space

t

1

(µ

Xi (t))
(+ forces between particles)

Object Space

Entropy-Based Surface Sampling

• Big issue: local minima and how to
initialize
o Lots of tricks

Surface sampling with a max entropy particle system.
Particles split under optimization until entire surface is sampled.

Statistical Shape Analysis

Shape Analysis Pipeline
1. Segmentation process -> binary volumes
2. Align segmentations
3. Distance transform from binary interface w/
smoothing

4. Initialize models (splitting under
optimization)

5. Optimize Correspondences (w/ Procrustes)
6. Statistical Analysis

Box-Bump

• Results
o Single major mode of variation
o Particle system: 0.0015% leakage

* See Thodberg, IPMI 2003 for details

Hand Contours
•

Particle method similar to manual method

The Importance of Ensembles in
Determining the Metric

What can we do with this
technology?

Genetic Phenotyping Results
Hoxd11 Phenotyping

PA: 2 modes, p << 0.01
Proposed hypothesis test and LD
visualization for Hoxd11 phalange.
Comparison with a group-wise
mean difference analysis.

Work with J. Cates, M. Cappechi

Baso-Occipital Bone and the
Foramen Magnum

Can we understand the phenotypes associated with known genotypes for BO?

Baso-Occipital Shape
Correspondence

Pax7 KO Mouse

Work with C. Keller, J. Cates, L. Nevel

Pediatric Head Shape

• Insight into normal and abnormal
development

Nield and Kamat, 2011

Kids Heads – Size

Pediatric Head Shape
Size Normalized
Datar et al., 2009
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BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE

2.1 Introduction

Orthopedics

The number of total hip arthroplasty (THA) procedures performed has increased each year over the last
two decades; between 2000 and 2013, the number of THA procedures performed doubled while the costs
more than quadrupled, resulting in a national bill of $18 billion in 20133. A majority of these procedures aim to
restore function and reduce pain in individuals affected by end-stage hip osteoarthritis (OA). While many cases
of hip OA were once thought to be idiopathic, there is mounting evidence that morphological deformities
impose abnormal hip mechanics, predisposing these joints to early onset OA1,29-32. In an early study on
morphology of hips with end-stage OA, 90% presented with evidence of some deformity of the femur or pelvis,
40% of which presented with loss of the normal contour over the femoral head-neck junction30. In a more
recent study, 80% of patients with OA presented with this reduced femoral head sphericity33. In 2001, this
altered morphology of the femoral head-neck junction was coined ‘cam-type femoroacetabular impingement’
(FAI) (Fig. 1)34.
Altered biomechanics, due to a combination of aspherical morphology
and motion adaptations, are proposed to be a cause of joint degeneration
in hips with cam FAI, which may lead to OA7,8,28,31,35. The kinematics of
cam FAI have been studied using traditional motion capture techniques
that require skin markers to estimate joint motion13,14,36-38. However, the
effects of soft tissue artifact on the skin markers causes errors in the
calculation of hip kinematics, and thus skin marker motion analysis likely
does not provide the accuracy necessary to identify subtle kinematic
adaptations that may occur in hips with cam FAI18. In Aim 1, our goal is to
evaluate the arthrokinematics (i.e. quantification of motion relative to the
patient-specific anatomy) of cam FAI using dual fluoroscopy (DF).
– Normals,
controls –alone
approx.
30theofmost
each
Calculation
of hip arthrokinematics
will provide
accurate
representation of hip biomechanics to date. However, we will then use
ground reaction forces (measured in the motion capture laboratory) and
arthrokinematics (measured by DF) to estimate joint reaction forces using
Figure 1: Schematic of a hip joint
muscle models. These boundary and loading conditions will be input to
with a cam lesion (highlighted)
finite element analysis (FEA) to better understand the pathomechanics of
indicating
femoroacetabular
cam FAI. Collectively, these data will clarify biomechanical adaptations impingement (FAI) of the femur.
that occur as a result of cam FAI that may help identify the cause of hip
Image credit: orthoinfo.aaos.org
OA.
Morphological differences of the head-neck junction in cam FAI femur are generally viewed and measured
using radiographs and three dimensional (3D) imaging techniques, such as computed tomography (CT) or
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)39-41. However, there is a very high prevalence of cam FAI morphology in
asymptomatic individuals, which suggests that we may not be properly identifying morphological features
unique to symptomatic hips with cam FAI20,42. Unfortunately, these morphological measurements are often
used to identify whether surgical resection of the cam FAI lesion is sufficient, which may result in improper
definition of the resection43,44. In Aim 2, we will evaluate clinical diagnosis and surgical resection techniques in

•

Can we characterize normal and
pathological shape for joints?

•

E.g. femoral-acetabular
impingement
o Segmented CT volumes

o Build models -> hypothesis testing on
point sets
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Demographic and radiographic measurements were tested
8) cm, and 25.6 ! 4.3 (25.4 ! 5.5) kg/m , respectively.
for significant differences between control and patient groups
Alpha angles and head-neck offsets of the patients and
using the Mann–Whitney rank sum test. A Hotelling T2 test
(controls) were 68.4 ! 15.6 (43.0 ! 5.2)˚ and 4.4 ! 1.7
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Figure 3. Mean control (left) and cam (right) shapes. Middle images demonstrate how the mean cam shape differe
mean control shape (shown). Top and bottom rows show different rotations of the femoral head.
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Figure 3. Mean control (left) and cam (right) shapes. Middle images demonstrate how the mean cam shape differed relative to the
mean control shape (shown). Top and bottom rows show different rotations of the femoral head.

Cortical Thickness, Resection,
Biomechanics

process will be repeated for each bone of interest. To enable analysis of joint reaction forces, virtual markers
will be generated from the tracking of DF images to replace the skin markers representing the segments of the
thigh and pelvis.
4.2.4 Finite element modeling
Marker locations
of the lower
limbs and ground reaction forces from the instrumented treadmill will be
Cortical
Thickness
processed, using pipelines available in the open-source muscle modeling software,
OpenSim5, 10, to determine
Biomechanics
hip joint reaction forces that will be used for FEA boundary and loading conditions. For analysis including the
kinematics from DF, virtual marker locations will replace the skin markers below the knee and of the
contralateral lower limb.
Finite element models of subject-specific anatomy including invivo kinematics and calculated joint reaction forces will be generated
for both control subjects screened for hip pathology and patients with
cam CAM-FAI
FAI10,46,77. Kinematics and joint reaction forces calculated from
OpenSim using both DF virtual markers and skin markers, as well as
data measured from patients with instrumented prostheses50 will be
used to define boundary and loading conditions for each subject to
evaluate the effect of kinematics on cartilage and labrum contact
area and stresses. The femur and pelvis will be positioned to
recreate the necessary kinematics in PreView80.
The femur and pelvis will be modeled using tetrahedral elements,
filling the volume between the inner and outer layers of the cortex.
Normal and labrum will be modeled with volumetric hexahedral
The cartilage
meshes (Fig. 5), generated in TrueGrid (XYZ Scientific, Livermore,
Resection/
Figure 3
CA). Both
the femur and pelvis will be modeled
-2 mm
2 mm as 9isotropic linear
treatment
elastic using previously validated material properties . The cartilage
will be modeled as isotropic hyperelastic and the labrum as
transversely isotropic hyperelastic, following previously validated
protocols9,76,77. Cartilage and bone boundaries will be modeled as a
tied interface, while cartilage to cartilage and cartilage to labrum
contact will be modeled with a sliding interface. The model will be
Figure 5: Finite element analysis
driven based on the joint reaction forces calculated with OpenSim. (FEA) meshes of the pelvis and femur,
Work
with P. Atkins,
A. layers,
Anderson,
FEA will be completed using FEBio80.
their respective
cartilage
and J.

Weiss,
the
labrum.P. Agarwal,

S. Elhabian

4.2.5 Statistical analysis
For each activity, relevant time points will be identified for analysis. For walking activities, specific time
points within the gait cycle, such as heel-strike and toe-off are of particular interest for comparison to previous
analyses10-12. Additional points of interest will include points of maximum range of motion or peak loading. Due

Cardiac Imaging and Atrial
Fibrillation

N. Marrouche, R. MacLeod

Shape and Clinical Outcomes
Statistical Shape Analysis

• Left atrium shape in Afib
• Does shape help predict treatment
outcomes?

Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

Class 4

Cates et al., 2015

Shape Analysis Software

• Shapeworks (Cates, Whitaker – Utah)
• SHARM PDMs (Styner – UNC)
• Deformetrica (Durleman – ICM, Paris)
o http://www.deformetrica.org

• Given sets of landmarks
o The shapes package : statistical shape
analysis in R
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